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Abstract: As the most important carrier of education and teaching, the quality of classroom teaching
directly affects the quality of formal school education. Traditional classroom teaching evaluation is
usually based on expert experience, which can only give sporadic and one-sided evaluation results,
and it is difficult for teachers to obtain systematic and operational improvement schemes, which
has caused great obstacles to teachers’ sustainable development. Based on the concept of teachers’
sustainable development and Flanders Interactive Analysis System (FIAS), this study evaluates
classroom teaching from two aspects: formative evaluation and summative evaluation. From the
perspective of formative evaluation, a quantitative comprehensive analysis framework of classroom
teaching language is constructed from two aspects of matrix analysis and dynamic curve analysis.
The matrix analysis makes an in-depth analysis of classroom teaching from five aspects: classroom
teaching structure, teaching style, classroom atmosphere, variable analysis, and question innovation
degree. The dynamic curve of the classroom is analyzed from three aspects: teacher talk, student talk,
as well as silence and confusion. From the perspective of summative evaluation, this paper combines
the projection pursuit of entropy (PPE) model to form a class teaching grade evaluation model. On
the basis of the above model, this study selects 5 + 5 (five expert teachers and five novice teachers)
lessons that have heterogeneous forms for the same subject with Chinese high school math teachers
as the research objects. Based on this framework, the verbal information of classroom teaching is
encoded and a thorough analysis is carried on from the perspective of formative assessment, while at
the same time, the level of classroom teaching evaluation is given from the perspective of formative
evaluation. The results show that expert teachers use indirect discourse more, they also pay more
attention to blank space and have a more harmonious classroom atmosphere as well as ask more
innovative questions compared to novice teachers. Under the PPE model, expert teachers have higher
scores than novice teachers. This study provides a systematic and comprehensive analysis scheme
for the comprehensive evaluation of classroom teaching, which not only provides comprehensive
and operational information for teachers to improve their classroom teaching, but also guarantees
the sustainable development of teachers’ specialization, and provides a solution for the summative
evaluation of classroom teaching.

Keywords: FIAS; PPE; classroom interaction; teaching evaluation; classroom language

1. Introduction

In 1997, the United Kingdom took the lead in proposing the term “sustainable devel-
opment education” to replace the two terms “environmental education” and “development
education” in formal education. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) pointed out the connotation of sustainable development educa-
tion, which emphasized that the ways and methods of education are carried out through
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the educational activities jointly participated by teachers and students [1]. This makes us
pay more attention to the teaching activities of students and teachers in the classroom. In
2015, the United Nations adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, in which
the macro goal of sustainable development related to education was defined as “ensuring
inclusive and equitable quality education and providing lifelong learning opportunities for
all” [2]. Therefore, education faces the problem of sustainable development at all levels.
As the most basic and lowest field of education, classroom teaching should pay more
attention to sustainable issues. The formative evaluation of classroom teaching can provide
more constructive and operable improvement measures for teachers. It also increased
the continuous development of classroom teaching and improved the sustainability of
teachers’ professional development [3]. The sustainability of education evaluation needs
new evaluation methods and tools. This study starts from the concept of teachers’ sustain-
able development, and based on the Flanders Interactive Analysis System [4], evaluates
classroom teaching from two aspects: formative evaluation and summative evaluation.
It provides a sustainable evaluation system and comprehensive analysis scheme for the
comprehensive evaluation of classroom teaching, which not only provides comprehensive
and operable information for the improvement of classroom teaching, but also guarantees
the sustainable development of teachers’ specialization, and provides a solution for the
summative evaluation of classroom teaching.

Under the influence of big data, great changes have taken place in all walks of life.
In the field of education, the data still imply rich application value, but our data mining
and application are far from enough. Anthony G. Picciano claimed that “the application of
big data analysis in teaching is in the initial stage, especially the use of data in classroom
teaching to objectively evaluate the classroom is still rare” [5]. Data in classroom teaching
generally come from systematic classroom observation. It is defined by Reynolds et al.
that observation is a kind of behavior that needs close attention to discover the qualities,
attributes, and characteristics of students, which is the best way to evaluate students’ cog-
nition, psychological movement, emotional characteristics, and some other characteristics,
especially to focus on students’ personal behaviors in a specific environment [6]. Using
systematic observation to study teaching helps to increase our understanding of effective
teaching practice [7].

In 1959, Flanders developed a class interaction analysis system (FIAS) at the University
of Minnesota [4], which has a profound impact on the classroom verbal behaviors of
education [8,9]. FIAS is a method of quantitative analysis of classroom teaching behaviors.
As an observation system, it captures the verbal behaviors of teachers and students, which
are directly related to the social emotional atmosphere in the classroom. It is developed on
the basis of the social psychology theory to test the influence of social emotional atmosphere
on students’ attitudes and learning. The theoretical hypothesis of interaction analysis is that
in the normal classroom situation, verbal communication is predominant; the teacher exerts
a great deal of influence on the students and their behaviors are affected to a great extent
by this type of teacher behavior [10]. Since its development, FIAS has been highly valued
and widely applied by educators. Ibrahim conducted a study aiming at identifying and
assessing common patterns of verbal interactions between teachers and students in Arabic
classrooms [11]. The purpose of this study is to identify the advantages and disadvantages
of teacher–student interactions, and to provide suggestions for the development of teacher
performance. FIAS is used to analyze the language of teachers in the classroom. The
results show that the predominant type of teacher’s verbal interactions in class is teacher’s
conversation and silence. In addition, the percentage of the initial components of students’
conversation is significantly lower [12]. Qatami and Qatami used FIAS to train teachers on
classroom verbal interactions. The results showed that teachers who had received training
on classroom verbal interactions used effective teaching methods [10]. These teachers had
been encouraging students’ initiative, accepting their ideas, and developing new ideas
based on the students. In addition, students in the class with indirect verbal interactions
of teachers exhibited significantly better performance and expressed more positive views
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than those in the class with direct verbal interactions of teachers. Nurmasitah examined
the characteristics of classroom verbal interactions in geography class [13]. FIAS was used
to analyze the prevalent interactions patterns in the classroom. The results showed that
most of the time, in the classroom, the teaching process was spent on teachers’ questions
and lectures, which accounted for 57.43%, and that the students’ discourse rate was 22.20%.
In addition, it indicated that students were rather active in classroom verbal interactions,
which presented in different forms between teacher–student and student–student. Sharma
used FIAS to study the nature of verbal interactions in a mathematics classroom [14]. Two
groups of ninth-grade students from urban and rural schools were collected as the research
sample. It was found that the main characteristics of classroom interactions in urban
schools were explanation, students’ response to teachers’ questions, and students’ initiative
to ask questions or put forward ideas. It can be seen that different types of classes have
great differences in verbal language, and that their features reflect the quality of classroom
teaching to a certain extent.

Since the FIAS was proposed, different scholars have improved it in different aspects to
obtain continuous application value. By using the adapted FIAS, Lyon Jr et al. intervened
with the medical teachers in two German schools, and improved teaching behaviors
through structured feedback from observers [15]. The result showed that teachers in the
intervention group had significant improvement in teaching behaviors. Robson creatively
adapted the Flanders system, and the instrument emphasized the basic assumptions of the
language learning theory, such as the importance of practice and the effect of learning from
simple language stimuli [16,17]. The instrument focuses on measuring the extent to which
teacher talk has been modified to fit children’s comprehension. Based on FIAS, Gwimbi
and Monk developed the science classroom observation schedule (SCOS), which is an ideal
classification system consisting of 26 projects for collecting information about the extent to
which teachers provide students with opportunities to build knowledge through discussion
and debate. SCOS is used to determine the type and degree of verbal and non-verbal
interactions between teachers and students in science classes [18].

In recent years, more and more educators have begun to pay attention to classroom
observation as a means to achieve several goals, including teacher development, teacher
evaluation, and impact evaluation of classroom-based interventions. Although educational
practitioners and researchers have developed many observational instruments for these
purposes, many developers fail to specify important criteria for instrument use [19]. Class-
room interactions between teachers and students are an important part of the teaching
process. The degree and quality of these interactions determine the effectiveness of the
educational situation, the nature of the educational trend, and some characteristics of
the educational environment [20]. Classroom management should not be limited to the
use of rules and regulations as well as to the supervision of students in the educational
environment, but should focus more on the management of teacher–student interactions,
which involves accepting students’ ideas and exchanging experiences [21].

Educators believe that verbal interactions can be measured, recorded, and controlled.
Measuring verbal interactions can help teachers better understand their classroom activ-
ities, help them obtain detailed visual representations of classroom activities, and make
teachers aware of the characteristics of their classroom teaching practice. Understanding
the characteristics of teachers’ classroom teaching practice can train them to objectively
understand their performance and develop conscious plans to help students adapt to the
concept that students should be active practitioners in the teaching process and the fact
that modern teachers are indirect teachers [22]. Verbal interactions in the classroom are
highly valued by educators. Classroom verbal interactions are an important part of the
educational learning process, which can strengthen the social relationship between teachers
and students, while it can also promote the exchange of thoughts and emotions between
teachers and students, as well as among students, and can help teachers achieve the ideal
educational goals [10].
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According to Wragg, the main advantage of FIAS is that it is a simple system, which
has been widely used in its original version as well as modification forms for multiple
purposes [23]. FIAS is universal rather than topic-specific, and more importantly, it focuses
more on the behaviors of teachers than those of students. It serves two purposes: as
an instrument for research and as a tool for teachers training, which is used to modify
classroom interactions by observation, recording, and analysis. Although FIAS has been
widely applied to the existing studies and obtained different research results in respective
fields, there are still some deficiencies in the deep-seated data mining of these studies.
There are few comprehensive investigations on the data generated by FIAS matrix tables,
especially lacking a more scientific evaluation level for the classroom.

Projection pursuit is an exploratory data-analytic method in multivariate (MV) anal-
ysis [24]. The PPE (projection pursuit of entropy) model is a technique for projecting
high-dimensional space to low-dimensional space. The projection index function is used
to describe the possibility of exposing a certain structure of the original system by projec-
tion, so as to find the optimal projection value of the projection index function, and then
according to the scatter plot between the projection value and the actual output value of the
research system, an appropriate mathematical model is constructed to simulate the system
output. Generally speaking, it can synthesize changes in many aspects into a summary
conclusion through the model, which is often made in the form of grade evaluation [25,26].
Zhang, X. Q. et al. applied the PPE model to project decision, turned multi-dimension
data into low dimension space, so the value of projection function can be calculated by
way of seeking the optimal projection direction, thereby, according to the value, project
decision can be processed. The outcome from concrete application indicates that it is very
reasonable [27].

Starting from the comprehensive analysis and the in-depth data mining, this study con-
structs a comprehensive quantitative analysis framework of classroom teaching language,
analyzes the language characteristics and differences of novice teachers and expert teachers’
cases in detail, and tries to identify the general rules of the development of teaching verbal
language in the process of the development from novice to expert teachers. The study uses
the PPE model to make a grade evaluation of the classroom.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Setting and Participants

Ten lessons from 10 teachers (5 expert teachers and 5 novice teachers) in Gansu
Province of China served as the participants in this study. In order to eliminate the
interference caused by the course content, 10 teachers were divided into 5 groups. In each
group, each expert teacher corresponds to a novice teacher and attends the same course.
The expert teachers (ETs) were selected from the Longyuan Famous Teachers of Gansu
Province in China, who were voted by Gansu province as scholar and expert teachers
from primary and secondary school in Gansu with noble morality, excellent quality, and
outstanding teaching ability as well as educational research ability. The novice teachers
(NTs) were selected from postgraduate students who have worked for 3 years as newcomers
to the school. Among the five groups of teachers, 3 groups took “the concept of function”
as the topic, 1 group took “the solution of one variable quadratic” as the topic, and 1 group
took “definition of derivative” as the topic. Each topic took one lesson and each lesson
lasted 40 min. Students were all from ordinary high school (grade 1 when we collected the
data) in Gansu Province, and each class had the same or similar mathematics academic
achievement and performance. Moreover, each class was almost similar in size: around
40 students. In order to obtain a more general rule, the coding results of the five groups of
teachers were averaged and analyzed.

2.2. Data Collection and Analysis

The discourse of teachers and students in classroom teaching was analyzed quantita-
tively. As a mature instrument for the analysis of classroom verbal interactions behaviors,
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FIAS has become the main tool for data collection and analysis. It divides classroom verbal
interactions into three categories: teacher talk, student talk, and silence or confusion. There
are 10 coding items, which are represented by codes 1–10, respectively [7,28] (See Table 1
for details).

Table 1. FIAS coding system and its explanation.

Classification No. Content Simple Explanation

Teacher talk

II

1 Accepts feelings
Incorporate into the emotions of students,
express their emotions, and affect
students’ attitudes.

2 Praises or encourages
Teachers use language information to ease the
atmosphere or express humor, praise, or
encourage students.

3 Accepts or uses ideas
of students

Adopt the opinions of the students, repeat the
correct views of the students, which teachers do
further expand and extend on.

4 Asks questions
Teachers ask students questions about the
content of the course, arouse their thinking, and
expect their answers.

DI

5 Gives lectures
State facts and ideas, and explain and quote
examples, passing information through a single
line of language.

6 Gives directions
The teacher asks the student to adopt certain
behaviors through the language and issue
instructions that the student can follow.

7 Criticizes or
justifies authority

Criticize students for correcting or improving
their classroom behaviors, maintain authority,
and change students’ behaviors.

Student talk

8 Response to teacher
The student makes a targeted answer to the
teacher’s question and closes the answer
question within a limited scope.

9 Student-initiated talk
Students are free to submit comments and ideas
on a question, and the content is not
necessarily limited.

Silence or confusion 10 Silence or confusion
Student discussion, student record, student
exercise, student meditation, teacher
demonstration, invalid status.

In the classroom coding, FIAS takes samples every 3 s and makes a selection of
classroom teaching behaviors every 3 s according to Table 1 as an observation record.
These codes constitute small segments of the classroom in chronological order, which is
equivalent to a “slicing” operation for the classroom. These small segments represent a
series of behavioral events of the teacher and students. Each event is connected into a
time sequence according to their sequence. Through the analysis of the data, the rules of
classroom teaching structure, classroom atmosphere, teaching style, etc. could be obtained.
FIAS is used to assist coding software in this paper.

A 10 × 10 matrix (a table of 10 rows and 10 columns) was used to draw the FIAS
matrix so as to record the sequence of observations. After coding, 10 was added at the
beginning and the end of the coding sequence, and then the first sequence and the last
sequence were paired in turn. Each sequence was used twice. For example, sequence pairs
could be generated as follows: 10, 6, 10, 5, 5, 5, 7, 5, 5, 10, which could be encoded for the
sequence of (1, 6) (6, 10) (10, 5) (5, 5) (5, 5) (5, 7) (5, 5) (5, 10). The occurrence of sequence
pairs (m, n) represented that the frequency of m rows and n columns in the matrix increased
by 1. After the complete sequence pairs were counted and filled in the table, the FIAS
matrix of one class was generated [8,17,25,29].

In Table 2, Areas A, B, C, and D could be used to identify the percentage of time that
teachers and students spent on talking, as well as the percentage of time spent on pausing,
silence, and confusion. The comparation between Area A and B showed the percentage
of indirect and direct teacher statements. Indirect influence tended to expand students’
freedom of participation, while direct influence tended to restrict this freedom. Area E,
which was called as positive integration block, was a nine-cell block that indicated the
continuous use of acceptance and praise as well as the conversion between these categories
during the teacher’s lecture. The 3-3 cells in this block indicated that the teacher could
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accept and clarify students’ ideas. Area F was called defect block. The larger the number
in this area was, the more estranged the emotional communication between teachers and
students [25,29,30].

Table 2. FIAS matrix coding and analysis.

Classification No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
Accepts feelings

II

1

Area E
Praises or

encourages 2

Accepts or uses
ideas of students 3

Asks questions 4
Gives lectures

DI

5
Gives directions 6

Criticizes or
justifies authority 7

Response
to teacher Student

talk

8
Area FStudent

initiated talk 9

Silence
or confusion Silence 10

Total Area A Area B Area C Area D

Indirect teacher talk Direct
teacher talk

Student
talk Silence

2.3. Matrix Analysis Framework

In order to further explore the hidden factors behind the classroom teaching language,
this paper uses Flanders interactive analysis system (FIAS) to build a quantitative compre-
hensive analysis framework, which includes two dimensions: matrix analysis and dynamic
curve analysis. The matrix analysis is divided into five sub-dimensions: classroom teaching
structure, teaching style, classroom atmosphere, variable analysis, and question innovation
degree. The dynamic curve is divided into three sub dimensions: teacher talk, student
talk, silence and confusion. The quantitative comprehensive analysis system of classroom
teaching language is shown in Table 3 below.

Table 3. Quantitative comprehensive analysis system of classroom teaching language.

Dimension Sub-Dimension Sub-Dimension Description

Matrix Analysis

Class structure The ratio of teachers’ language, students’ language, and silence or
confusion behaviors in the classroom can reflect the classroom structure.

Teaching style The ratio of direct influence and indirect influence in classroom teaching
can show the teacher’s teaching style and tendency.

Emotional atmosphere The proportion of language in positive integration and defect lattice can
reflect the degree of emotional integration between teachers and students.

Variable analysis
Variable analysis can explore the invisible factors of teachers and
students’ positive response, questioning, adoption, and teaching
materials as the center.

Question formulation
This dimension reflects the teacher’s question answering pattern and the
degree of innovation in the teacher’s questioning, and whether it can
cultivate students’ creative thinking.

Dynamic
Curve Analysis

Teacher Talk The classroom dynamic curve can accurately reflect the classroom
behaviors of teachers and students in the entire time series. The number
and duration of the occurrence of “peak” and “low valley” further
illustrate the changing characteristics of the classroom, just like the
“electrocardiogram” of the classroom.

Student Talk

Silence or confusion

The above quantitative observation data could provide effective and accurate feedback
for teachers. The discussion on the use of observation tools indicated the importance of
using quantitative achievement data, and these indicators should replace the “intuitive
concept of good teaching” [31]. In addition, many studies had discussed the problems of
using inadequate or unscientific criteria to discuss teacher effectiveness [32–34]. It was also
claimed that teaching observation and feedback of teachers should be linked to students’
achievements [35,36]; the so-called value-added model (VAM) [37]. However, it had been
proved that student’s achievement was rarely a driving indicator of teacher evaluation [38].
Observation-based teaching evaluation in classroom was regarded as the key to understand
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the linkage mechanism between the classroom process and the expected improvement of
students’ performance, and also as the key to develop classroom feedback to guide teachers
in improving teaching [39]. It could be seen that the logic of classroom teaching shifted
from focusing on static value-added model to emphasizing the observations of generated
classroom practicing.

3. Case statistics and Analysis
3.1. FIAS Matrix Analysis

In order to make the coding more consistent, this study adopted the method of video
analysis, and the coding was encoded separately by two well-known FIAS coding systems.
The coding consistency rate was 86.7% (consistency rate refers to the coding item divided
by the total coding item). The coding had good consistency. By averaging the data in the
corresponding matrix tables of the expert and novice teachers, two matrices were obtained,
as shown in Tables 4 and 5 below.

Table 4. ET average matrix analysis.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total

1 2 2 0 7 5 0 0 7 0 5 28

2 4 5 5 14 8 3 0 7 1 4 51

3 0 0 6 11 2 1 0 4 0 2 26

4 5 20 3 57 45 6 0 47 3 8 194

5 9 4 3 54 77 5 0 13 0 12 177

6 1 3 0 5 7 3 0 2 0 5 26

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 4 14 6 30 17 2 0 47 5 6 131

9 0 2 3 4 0 1 0 0 8 0 18

10 3 1 0 12 16 5 0 4 1 156 198

Total 28 51 26 194 177 26 0 131 18 198 849

% 3.3% 6.0% 3.1% 22.9% 20.9% 3.1% 0.0% 15.4% 2.1% 23.3% 100%

35.2% 23.9% 17.6% 23.3% 100%

Total Teacher talk Student talk Silence

Table 5. NT average matrix analysis.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total

1 0 1 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 7

2 1 8 6 11 20 10 0 5 1 8 70

3 0 2 4 7 5 1 0 0 0 1 20

4 3 20 3 42 29 12 0 40 2 6 157

5 1 5 2 50 103 17 1 17 0 7 203

6 0 1 0 12 14 24 0 9 0 23 83

7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

8 0 21 4 17 18 7 0 30 3 1 101

9 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 0 12

10 1 9 0 12 13 11 0 1 0 148 195

Total 7 70 20 157 203 83 1 102 12 194 849

% 0.8% 8.2% 2.4% 18.5% 23.9% 9.8% 0.1% 12.0% 1.4% 22.9% 100%

29.9% 33.8% 13.4% 22.9% 100%

Total Teacher talk Student talk Silence
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3.1.1. Classroom Teaching Structure

The classroom verbal interaction behaviors were divided into three categories by FIAS:
teacher talk, student talk, and silence or confusion. The proportion of these three types
of behaviors in the classroom could reflect the structure of the classroom [7,8]. According
to Tables 4 and 5, teacher talk of ET accounted for 59.31% of the classroom verbal lan-
guage (46.76% of teachers’ direct influence and 12.37% of teachers’ indirect influence). The
cumulative time was about 24 min, including teachers’ guidance, teaching, questioning, en-
couragement, praise, etc., which was the sum of all teachers’ verbal behaviors. The student
talk accounted for 17.6% of the whole class, and the accumulated time was 7 min, which
mainly included students asking and answering questions, expressing their own opinions,
etc. The behaviors of silence and confusion accounted for 23.32% of the whole class, and
the cumulative time was about 9 min. During this period, students mainly conducted
activities such as practice, discussion, record thinking, exploration, and operation. In the
classroom of NTs, the teachers’ verbal behaviors accounted for 63.7% (52.30% of teachers’
direct influence and 11.43% of teachers’ indirect influence), the cumulative duration was
about 25 min, and the teacher talk was dominant. The student talk accounted for 13.4%,
and the cumulative duration was only about 5 min, including the time when they passively
answered questions. Silence and confusion accounted for 22.9% with a cumulative duration
of more than 9 min, which was equivalent to the ETs’.

In comparison, the proportion of teacher talk of ETs was less than that of NTs, which
indicated that ETs had given more rights of discourse to students. In class, the main
right of discourse was dominated by students, and their dominant position in class was
highlighted. In terms of student talk, ETs presented more than NTs. It could be clearly seen
from the videos that in the NTs’ classes, students had more passive answers to questions,
which occupied most of the discourse of students and resulted in fewer opportunities
to express themselves actively. However, in the classrooms of the ETs, there were more
opportunities for students to actively express their opinions. In addition to the students’
passive response, they could actively dominate the classroom, raise questions, and express
their opinions. In the behaviors of silence and confusion, the proportion of the ETs was
higher than that of the NTs. ETs gave students enough time to practice, to explore, and to
discuss; thus, students had more time and space to acquire knowledge independently, and
the dominance of students had also been greatly brought into play. In this respect, ETs were
unquestionably better than NTs. In general, in the ETs’ classrooms, the participation time
of students was longer than that of students with NTs. Students, as the main body, were
in the dominant position in the classroom. Students were given a lot of time to think, to
practice, and to express their opinions. This kind of classroom moved toward a democratic
and harmonious “dialogue-centered” classroom. However, in the NTs’ classrooms, there
was too much teacher talk, and essentially monotonous teaching. Teachers had an obvious
tendency of discourse hegemony and the characteristics of classroom indoctrination were
evident. NTs generally had a high proportion of discourse, which was also confirmed by
Al-Farra’s research [22]. He conducted a study that examined the levels of classroom verbal
interactions between teachers and students in Palestinian schools, and it was found out that
the proportion of teacher talk in the classroom was high, reflected in “giving directions”
and “criticism of students’ behaviors”.

3.1.2. Teaching Style

FIAS divides teacher talk into direct influence and indirect influence according to
teachers’ control of teaching. The verbal language behaviors of teachers represented by
codes 1–4 are indirect ones, mainly including the influence on students’ attitudes and
emotions, through encouraging praise, emotional expression, communication, affirming
students and asking questions, etc. Codes 5–7 mainly refer to teachers’ lecture, instruction,
authority maintenance, and criticism, which belong to direct discourse [28]. According
to Tables 4 and 5, the direct discourse of the ETs accounted for 23.9%, and the indirect
discourse of the ETs accounted for 35.2%. The indirect discourse of the teachers accounted
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for 59.6%. The direct discourse of the NTs accounted for 29.9%, and the indirect discourse
of the NTs accounted for 33.8%. The teachers’ indirect discourse accounted for 52.1%.
Comparatively speaking, in terms of teacher talk, more indirect discourse was used by ETs
to affect students in an indirect way, while NTs tended to use more direct discourse relatively
through direct instruction and control. Based on the research of Flanders, Nate Gage drew
the conclusion that “indirect teaching can promote the development of students’ ability
more than direct teaching. Indirect teaching has obvious effects on stimulating students’
motivation, encouraging their participation, reducing anxiety, improving performance and
promoting active innovation [40,41]”. It could be seen that evident differences existed in
teaching tendencies between the two teachers. ETs exhibited a higher quality, wisdom,
and level of teaching, whose indirect influence rate was also higher than that of NTs.
However, in general classroom teaching, it was a common problem that teacher’s direct
discourse was on the high side, which was also confirmed by the study of Al-Amiri [42].
He analyzed classroom verbal interactions, in which the research sample was teachers from
the department of social services in Hadlemat City, the Republic of Yemen, and the teacher
groups from training institutions. The results indicated that the proportion of the direct
influence component of teacher talk was high.

3.1.3. Classroom Emotional Atmosphere

In the FIAS matrix, the area where 1st–3rd rows intersect with the 1st–3rd columns
was the positive integration block (Area E). The larger the data located in this area, the more
harmonious the emotion between teachers and students. The area where 8th–9th rows
intersected with the 7th–8th columns was called the defect block (Area F), and the larger the
data located in the area were, the more estranged the emotional communication between
teachers and the students. Therefore, the analysis of the data intensity degree of positive
conformity and defect block could reflect the emotional atmosphere in the classroom [25,29].
It could be seen from Tables 2 and 3 that the data intensity degree of ETs in the positive
integration block was 24, accounting for 2.83% of the total number of times, and the data
intensity degree of NTs located in the positive integration block was 22, accounting for
2.59% of the total number. In terms of positive integration, the two teachers performed
rather well, both of them paid more attention to the emotional harmony with the students
and showed positive integration. The data intensity degree of ETs in the defect block was
47, accounting for 5.41% of the total number of times, and that of NTs in the defect block
was 30, accounting for 3.53% of the total number of times. The data intensity degree of
ETs was larger than that of NTs, which indicated that in the whole process of classroom
teaching, the emotional communication gap between ETs and students was relatively larger
than that between NTs and students.

Overall, in terms of the emotional atmosphere of the classroom, ETs and NTs per-
formed basically the same, both of them focused on the emotional experience of students
in the classroom, and much emphasis was placed on achieving the teaching goals about
emotions, attitudes, and values. It was claimed by research that the emotional relation-
ship between teachers and students had an even greater influence on students’ academic
achievement than cognitive methods. According to this conclusion, it was an essential
quality for teachers to pay full attention to students’ emotion [43,44].

3.1.4. Variable Analysis

In the theory of FIAS, in order to further explore the statistical data, 12 indicators
were proposed to explain the deep meaning behind the teaching behaviors. Flanders
referred to these indicators as variables in classroom teaching. The computational formulas,
data, and norm statistics of each variable are shown in Table 6 [7]. For the convenience of
presentation, the data of the row-i and the column-j in the matrix table were recorded as
cell (i, j); therefore, the sum of row-i was:
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Row(i) =
10
∑

j=1
cell(i, j),

the sum of the column− j could be recorded as Col(j) =
10
∑

i=1
cell(i, j)

and the sum of all the tallies can be recorded as Total =
10
∑

i=1

10
∑

j=1
cell(i, j).

Table 6. FIAS variable calculation formula and data.

Variable Computational Formula ET% NT% Norm

Teacher response
ratio (TRR) [

3
∑

j=1
Col(j)]× 100÷ [

3
∑

j=1
Col(j) +

7
∑

j=6
Col(j)] 80.15 53.59 42

Teacher question
ratio (TQR) Col(4)× 100÷

5
∑

j=4
Col(j) 52.29 43.61 26

Pupil inquiry
ratio (PIR) Col(9)× 100÷

9
∑

j=8
Col(j) 12.08 10.62 34

Teacher response
ratio (TRR89)

9
∑

i=8

3
∑

j=1
cell(i, j)× 100÷ [

9
∑

i=8

3
∑

j=1
cell(i, j) +

9
∑

i=8

7
∑

j=6
cell(i, j)]

90.63 81.09 60

Teacher question
ratio (TQR89)

9
∑

i=8
cell(i, 4)× 100÷ [

9
∑

i=8

5
∑

j=4
cell(i, j)] 66.67 50.00 44

Content
cross (CCR)

[
5
∑

j=4
Col(j) +

5
∑

i=4
Row(i)−

5
∑

i=4

5
∑

j=4
cell(i, j)]×

100÷ Total
59.95 58.42 55

Stable state
ratio (SSR)

10
∑

i=j=1
cell(i, j)× 100÷ Total 42.52 42.99 50

Pupil stable state
ratio (PSSR)

9
∑

i=j=8
cell(i, j)× 100÷

9
∑

j=8
Col(j) 36.91 31.86 35 or 40

Table 6 shows the statistical results of each variable. TRR indicates the ratio of teacher’s
discourse time in response to students’ opinions and emotions to the discourse time which
is not directly related to teaching (that is, the teacher’s discourse time minus the time
of questioning and teaching). The higher the ratio is, the more the teacher responds to
students’ perceptions and emotions [7]. The statistics results of TPP illustrate that ETs can
respond to students’ opinions and emotions actively and rapidly, while NTs are relatively
slow in responding to students’ emotions and opinions. TQR indicates the ratio of teacher’s
questioning time to the time directly related to teacher’s teaching. The higher the ratio
is, the more often the teacher uses questioning to teach during class [29]. It shows that
in terms of teacher’s active questioning, ETs are more accustomed to using questions
to guide students to think. Relatively speaking, NTs use questions less than ETs. PIR
indicates the ratio of students’ active discourse time to their whole discourse time. The
higher the ratio is, the more actively students express their opinions [7]. It shows that
the proportion of students who are active in speaking in an ET’s class is higher than for
those in an NT’s class. In terms of answering questions actively, students in an ET’s class
exhibit more motivation than students in an NT’s class, which means their interest in
answering questions has been effectively stimulated, while in an NT’s class the students
are relatively deficient in this aspect. TRR89 indicates that when students stop talking, the
ratio of teacher’s discourse time of immediately praising or adopting students’ ideas and
accepting students’ emotions to the discourse time that the teacher does not respond to
this situation immediately. The higher the ratio is, the better the teacher can immediately
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respond to the student’s words [7]. The data of TRR89 show that when students stop
talking, an ET is more inclined to immediately praise or adopt the concept of students, and
provide timely feedback; however, an NT will give students more time to think, experience,
and feel, and then respond to the students’ acceptance. It can be concluded that an ET is
more proactive than an NT in questioning. CCR indicates the ratio of time that teachers
use words directly related to teaching to repeat the previous discourse or to connect the
later discourse to the total teaching time. The higher the ratio is, the more teacher–student
interactions can focus on the content of the textbook [7]. This group of data reflects that
in terms of focusing on the content of the text, ETs and NTs have similar performances in
terms of the verbal interactions. They are basically the same in spreading, broadening, and
extending the class. The SSR indicates the ratio of the time when teachers and students stay
in the same discourse category for more than 3 s to the total teaching time [29]. The higher
the ratio is, the more stable the interaction conversations between teachers and students.
The level of data represents the degree of stability of student conversations, which reflects
that NTs and ETs are consistent in the stability of the classroom. PSSR indicates the ratio of
students’ speaking time lasting for more than 3 s to the total time of students’ speaking [7].
The higher the ratio is, the more stable the student’s speaking style is. According to Table 6,
students in an NT’s class are relatively stable in verbal style, while students in an ET’s class
have diverse discourses.

3.1.5. Innovation Degree of Questioning

According to FIAS, some special-order pairs can represent the ask-and-answer mode of
teachers and students and the degree of innovation of teachers’ questions. These sequence
pairs are listed in Table 7 below.

Table 7. Statistics of questioning patterns.

Question and Answer Mode Creative Inquiry Mode

(4, 4) (4, 8) (8, 4) (8, 8) (9, 9) (3, 3) (3, 9) (8, 3) (8, 9) (9, 3) (4, 9) (4, 3)
ET 55 44 30 46 8 6 0 6 5 3 3 3
NT 41 40 17 31 5 4 0 4 3 1 2 3

According to the statistics in Table 7, on the whole, the frequency of each ET sequence
pair is higher than that of each NT, which is related to the fact that more problem-driven
approaches are used by ETs. From the comparison of sequence pair structure, the frequency
distribution of the ET pairs is relatively uniform, as different question and answer modes are
used alternately in the classroom. Through the transformation of questions and answers,
it can better attract the attention of students, stimulate students’ interest in answering
questions, and further increase the appeal of the classroom. The question-and-answer
mode of ETs is diversified. In the question-and-answer mode of NTs, the frequency of
sequence pair (8, 4) is relatively lesser. In FIAS, the sequence pair (8, 4) means that “teachers
ask questions immediately after the students have answered the questions, and the teacher
may ask new questions or questions about students’ previous topics [19]”. It can be seen
that ETs do not perform well in asking students in time. In comparison, the question-and-
answer mode of ETs is more abundant, while that of NTs is more singular or has a more
evident trend, which cannot be effectively changed.

In the creative inquiry mode, the frequency of ET sequence pairs occurring is higher
than that of NT. Except for sequence pair (3, 9), whose frequency is 0, other sequence
pairs appear with their frequency increasing. The creative inquiry mode is based on the
degree of innovation in questioning, and its sequence pairs show different meanings. On
the whole, the higher the frequency of sequence pairs is, the more creative questioning
mode is used, to a certain extent, which shows that ETs have solid language skills and rich
teaching wisdom.

Sequence pair (3, 9) indicates that “after the teacher accepts or deepens students’ view,
the students actively continue to speak [14]”. The frequency of sequence pair (3, 9) occurring
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for ETs and NTs is 0, indicating that both two teachers actively guide students to express
themselves, but they relatively lack positive encouragement after the students’ expressions.

3.2. Comparative Analysis of Dynamic Curves

In FIAS’ dynamic curves, the abscissa represents the time and the ordinate represents
the percentage of a certain discourse. The dynamic curve is drawn by connecting each
coordinate point (representing the percentage of a certain discourse per minute) [25].

3.2.1. Teacher Talk Analysis

Figure 1 shows the discourse distribution characteristics of the two types of teachers.
In general, it can be seen clearly that the figure of NT is above that of ET, and the statistical
value of NT is higher than 50% 32 times, while that of ET is only 25 times up to more than
50%. In terms of the fluctuating trend of the curve, the discourse of the whole class of ET
fluctuates greatly, and almost every time it fluctuates across the 50% line, which indicates
that the time for teachers to leave blanks in class is relatively uniform, and a certain time
will be left for students to discuss or independently think after a teacher’s discourse. The
language of NTs is essentially above 50% in the first 20 min, and although it shows small
fluctuations, the range is not large. It shows that it is mainly dominated by the discourse of
teachers, and students have less time to think and discuss. Furthermore, big fluctuations
can be seen in the last 20 min with three consecutive troughs. However, combining with
the video, it is known that students are practicing under the guidance of teachers at that
time, from which it can be inferred that NTs tend to have discourse hegemony.
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In comparison, an ET is more scientific and reasonable in the language organization.
Without large-scale, long-term monotonous teaching and continuous practice for students,
the whole class is more fluent and active. However, the arrangement of lectures first and
exercises later in the NT’s class is relatively inflexible, which may make students be tired of
having class.

3.2.2. Student Talk Analysis

Figure 2 shows that the student talk in both classes experienced multiple fluctuations,
but the amplitude of ETs is more evident, which is greater than that of NTs. The large
fluctuation indicates that the student talk is rich and has a long duration, while when
the fluctuation is small, especially at a low level, this indicates that the students have
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a single discourse and a short duration. To a large extent, students passively respond
to the closed questions raised by the teacher. The NT curve has 10 statistical ratios as
low as 0, and there are six consecutive occurrences, indicating that students have no
discourse behaviors for a long time. Combined with the video, students were practicing
independently during this period. However, although ET reached 0% only five times,
almost all of them appeared at intervals. Additionally, there are two big peaks, indicating
that students had the opportunity to express themselves freely.
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In comparison, students in the class of the ETs exhibited more positive linguistic
features which were evenly distributed throughout the class, and students were proactive.
Students in the class of the NTs had relatively fewer discourses, and there was no student
speaking for a long time. There is the possibility of organizational fault, and most of the
student discourses are passive responses.

3.2.3. Silence or Confusion Analysis

Silence and confusion are an organic part of the classroom. Due to the complexity of
the classroom, it is impossible for any phenomena to be analyzed by discourse. Therefore,
the analysis of silence and confusion can make up for the lack of discourse analysis to a
certain extent. Figure 3 reflects that in the aspect of silence and confusion, the ET curve
fluctuates five times in succession, which shows that students have relatively enough time
to think and to explore. However, the NT curve exhibits a small fluctuation in the first
27 min, almost all of which are close to 0, indicating that during this period of time, students
have little time to think independently but were exposed to the teaching and expressions
of the teacher. In the last 10 min, silence and confusion reach a high proportion, reflecting
that in these times, neither teacher’s guiding behaviors nor students’ communication and
expression behaviors occurred, and the classroom atmosphere was relatively dull.

In comparison, the teaching arrangement of ETs is more reasonable in terms of the
blank space in the classroom, as students can think and explore independently after express-
ing and listening, and they can analyze and discuss problems more deeply. Nevertheless,
students in the class of NTs have no time to think and discuss, which may lead to students’
lack of understanding of the problem, or teachers’ indoctrination of knowledge.
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4. PPE Classroom Language Rating

Classroom teaching is a complex system. FIAS makes a comprehensive analysis of
classroom teaching from the perspective of verbal interactions in class. However, sometimes
it is necessary to give a summative assessment to teaching. For example, in many kinds of
teaching competitions in China, a certain score shall be provided. At present, FIAS does not
have this function. As far as the current Chinese classroom teaching evaluation is concerned,
it is essentially based on the evaluation given by experience. Such evaluation usually has
personal will and it is difficult to obtain a systematic, objective, and scientific evaluation,
in which stability and consistency are lower [38,45]. On the basis of integrating a number
of classroom teaching verbal language factors, the PPE model makes a comprehensive
evaluation of the classroom, which is more operational and feasible. Therefore, based on
the FIAS data, this study constructs a summative evaluation model and seeks the solution
of it.

4.1. PPE Classroom Language Evaluation Model
4.1.1. The Construction of Index System

In this study, classroom teaching verbal language is expressed by the subordinate
degree y of evaluation grade, and the value y is divided into five grades, that is, according
to (0, 0.55], (0.55, 0.65), (0.65, 0.75], (0.75, 0.85], and (0.85, 1], they are judged as bad,
average, medium, good, and excellent, respectively. The 10 indicators in FIAS are used as
the indicators for constructing classroom teaching grade evaluation, and the subordinate
degree y(i) of teaching language in the class of each indicator is shown in Table 8. The
values 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1 are taken for the equidistant sites on
the interval [0, 1], and the corresponding evaluation index value is defined as x ∗ (i, j),
where i = 1 ∼ m (m is the number of standard division points of the “classroom teaching
language” subordinate degree, m = 10) and j = 1 ∼ n (n is the number of evaluation
indicators, n = 10).
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Table 8. Classroom teaching language evaluation level membership degree.

Split Point 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

1 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
2 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2
3 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2
4 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5
5 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
8 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5
9 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
10 200 190 180 170 160 150 140 130 120 110

4.1.2. PPE Evaluation Model Establishment

In order to balance the differences caused by different units of each evaluation index
in the statistical data, to unify the variation range of each index so as to make the model
more universal, dimensionless processing was carried out on the evaluation index x ∗ (i, j)
to obtain the standard value x(i, j) [46].

x(i, j) =


1 x ∗ (i, j) ≥ x ∗ (1, j)
x∗(i,j)−x∗(m,j)
x∗(1,j)−x∗(m,j) x ∗ (m, j) < x ∗ (i, j) < x ∗ (1, j)
0.1 x ∗ (i, j) ≤ x ∗ (m, j)

(1)

The PPE model was established according to the standard value, and n-dimensional
data {x(i, j)|j = 1, 2, · · · , n} were integrated into the one-dimensional projected value
a = {a(1),a(2), · · · a(n)} with z(i) as the projection direction:

z(i) =
m

∑
j=1

ajx(i, j) (i = 1, 2, · · · n) (2)

where a in (2) is the projection vector of unit length a(j) > 0,
n
∑

j=1
a2(j) = 1.

Q(a) = SZDZ (3)

where SZ is the standard deviation of projected value z(i) and DZ is the local density of
projected value z(i) [47], namely:

Sz =

√√√√√ n
∑

i=1
[z(i)− E(z)]2

n− 1
(4)

Dz =
n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

[R− r(i, j)]× u[R− r(i, j)] (5)

4.1.3. Optimize Projection Index Function

Considering that the optimal projection direction can better reflect the structural char-
acteristics of the original data, the optimal projection direction can be estimated according
to the maximization of the function [48].

maxQ(a) = SZDZ (6)

s.t.


a(j) > 0

n
∑

j=1
a2(j) = 1 (7)
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4.1.4. Rating Model of Classroom Teaching Language

The projection value z ∗ (i) of the first standard segmentation point can be obtained
by substituting the optimal projection direction a∗ of the optimization index function into
Equation (2). According to the scatter diagram of z ∗ (i) ∼ y(i), the corresponding mathe-
matical model of the grade evaluation of classroom teaching language can be established.
The regression equation can be obtained by polynomial fitting, which is the comprehensive
evaluation model.

y ∗ (i) = f (z ∗ (i)) (8)

According to the specific situation wherein y ∗ (i) falls in the five sub-intervals, the
quality level of the teacher’s classroom teaching language in the whole class can be judged.

4.2. Model Solving

According to the statistical results in Tables 4 and 5, the original data x ∗ (i, j) of the
two types of teachers are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Teacher classroom teaching language evaluation index code value.

Coding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ET 28 51 26 194 177 26 0 131 18 198
NT 7 70 20 157 203 83 1 102 12 194

According to the coding value x ∗ (i, j)(i = 1, 2, . . . , m = 10; j = 1, 2, . . . n = 10) in
Table 9, the standard value x(i, j) is obtained by dimensionless processing according to
formula (1). Then, the projection index value {z(i)} can be obtained from x(i, j), combining
{a(j)}with the projection index function Q(a) and maxQ(a) = 3.12 can be calculated; then,
the best projection direction can be calculated as {a(j)} = {0.351214, 0.356412, 0.353214,
0.349126, 0.361214, 0.342143, 0.351965, 0.339647, 0.342571, 0.356421}. By substituting the
obtained {a(j)} in the formula (2) a projection of 10 standard dividing points is obtained
as follows: {z(i)} = {3.1245212, 3.741237, 2.961741, 4.152461, 3.961413, 4.123478, 5.012451,
3.124192, 4.814236, 3.963748}. The current value of the evaluation indicators of the teacher’s
classroom teaching language x ∗ (j) is dimensionless according to formula (1), and the
standardized value is {x(j)} = {0.924824, 1.124352, 0.876543, 0.914761, 1.021753, 0.854127,
1.231491, 0.791453, 1.143174, 0.742159}. Then, the ET’s subordinate degree of classroom
teaching language evaluation level is obtained as y = 0.852143. According to the classifica-
tion of classroom teaching language evaluation grades, the classroom teaching language
level of the ET is excellent. By using the same method, according to the NT’s subordi-
nate degree of classroom teaching language evaluation level y = 0.749417, the classroom
teaching language level of the NT is medium, which still needs to be improved [25].

5. Conclusions and Discussion

The research above comprehensively analyzes the differences between ETs and NTs
in classroom teaching, and the different teaching effects caused by these differences are
explained. In the ET’s classrooms, there were more opportunities for students to actively
express their opinions. The teachers had more indirect influence on students, paid more
attention to classroom blank space, and asked more innovative questions. ETs and NTs both
focused on the emotional experience of students in the classroom, and had a harmonious
classroom atmosphere. According to the PPE model analysis, the ET’s classroom teaching
language level is excellent while the NT’s is medium. ETs have better scores than NTs.
In conclusion, in the process of growing from NT to ET, the teachers’ classroom teaching
verbal language presents the following trends [25]:

Based on the statistics, it is found that in the general teaching process of NTs, the verbal
language of teachers and students is essentially distributed in a form of “T (teacher)-P
(student)-T-P-T-P”, which belongs to “inculcation-centered teaching”, characterized by
the one-way transfer of knowledge from teachers to students and the passive acceptance
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of knowledge by students [49]. The disadvantages of it lie in that “first of all, teachers
regard students as the objective existence of passive acceptance of knowledge, as a kind
of container or a piece of pure paper. The result of one-sided pursuit of inculcation of
knowledge makes the subjective initiative of students be exhausted. Secondly, teachers
make students lose the original purpose of learning. The learning process is just memorizing
the ready-made knowledge, and students’ thoughts has not been developed, their emotions,
attitudes and values have not been properly reflected”, while the teaching process of ETs is
mostly represented by the “T-P-P-P-P-T-P-P-T-P-P-P-T” mode, which belongs to “dialogue-
centered teaching”. The characteristic of it is that “the process of learning is embodied in
the repeated dialogues between teachers and students, as well as in the process of exploring
and discovering truth [50]”. In this teaching process, direct-experience learning has been
highly valued.

The role of teachers’ verbal language is to guide and help students to acquire knowl-
edge. The verbal language of teachers should be a dynamic generation process, rather than
a prescribed template. Through practical teaching, teachers should adjust their language
expression flexibly according to students’ emotions, reactions, and problems encountered
in teaching. When teachers face students’ various verbal language information and flex-
ible ways of thinking, they should pay attention to students’ response and respond to
students in a timely manner and accurately. Meanwhile, teaching verbal language should
be expanded and supplemented according to the cognitive differences of students, and
the students should be taken care of as much as possible, instead of hurting students or
setting off their negative emotions. The cognitive level of the students is in its critical
development period. Therefore, teachers must learn to treat students as knowledge seekers,
attach great importance to their thinking and ideas, encourage students to explore inde-
pendently as much as possible, protect their courage to explore, and motivate students to
find enthusiasm.

NTs tend to pay more attention to the control of the classroom without letting students
discuss freely, and they have less confidence in the generation process of the classroom. In
the classroom, teachers play an absolute leading role, and students are not allowed to have
inappropriate behaviors and incomplete views, which is mainly manifested in the aspects
that the teachers give lectures and the students listen quietly; the teachers write something
down on the blackboard and the students take notes; the teachers make a decision and the
students obey it.

NTs require students to follow their own pre-designed mode. Although sometimes
they will spend some time on discussion, they are often formalistic. The discussion process
does not solve practical problems, nor provide students with substantive thinking space.
In this state of teaching, teachers are too nervous to provide students with a comfortable
learning environment. The learning process is a process of teaching which can benefit
teachers and students, and they need to build a learning community. The teachers’ talking
behavior should be an equal dialogue, instead of the teacher being regarded as the authority
of knowledge. A democratic and peaceful mentality is supposed to come first. Democracy
can make students share their own ideas freely, and students will not be afraid of saying
wrong things by keeping silence; democracy can make students show their true ideas
freely, so as to expose their biases in understanding and shortcomings in the process of
thinking; democracy can arouse students’ creative enthusiasm, and make them feel relaxed
and happy in the process of learning. Promoting positive teacher–student interactions
will ensure that students and teachers are always active practitioners in the process of
education. It is necessary to establish a healthy social relationship between teachers and
students. Teachers should be organizers of teaching activities and guides to help students
make decisions, not controllers of the educational process [51].

Teaching verbal language should not only be limited to the simple inculcation of
knowledge, but also guide students to construct the meaning of knowledge through
discussion, thinking, and dialogues. The interaction of classroom verbal language should
be a process of constructing knowledge and ability. Some studies believe that “dialogic
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communication transcends the simple meaning of transmitting information, which has
the function of reconstructing and generating meaning. In the dialogue with others, it is
precisely due to the emergence of completely different views of others that new meanings
can be created [52,53]”. Only when the new knowledge and the existing knowledge are
connected and understood in the framework can the students understand deeply and
thoroughly. It is shown that high-level teachers focus on stimulating students’ learning
potential, often use highly praised and positively enhanced models, and emphasize the
construction of meaning in the learning process [26,54].

From the comparison of the two types of teachers, NTs’ classrooms are mostly knowledge-
based and belong to the “knowledge-oriented” classroom. The core of teaching is to
transfer knowledge to students. The whole class is organized around the content of the
textbook, and it is complete and cautious [55,56]. However, there is a lack when it comes
to developing the thinking of students and there is not enough time for students to think.
The phenomenon of students passively accepting knowledge is more evident, and the
expression of teachers’ emotions is rare. The teaching goal of students’ emotions, attitudes,
and values being achieved is not satisfactory, while the overall feeling of an ET’s class is
ups and downs, which is different from the stable and orderly class of an NT. However, it
can be found from the analysis that the class of the ET is constructed by the cooperation
of teachers and students, in which students have a relatively free voice in the classroom,
and teachers lay emphasis on guiding students to think and cultivating their mathematical
thinking. Teachers take the students’ thinking as the main line, find the growth point of
knowledge, and work through their doubts [57,58]. At the same time, the classroom is
relaxed, teachers integrate their own emotions and inspire students’ interest in learning. In
conclusion, NTs taught the students the knowledge of the lesson, which is complete and
comprehensive; ETs triggered thinking about knowledge, which is deep and inspired. As
it is suggested, it is necessary to improve classroom language interaction by encouraging
teachers to engage in dialogues with students, by encouraging students to participate in
classroom activities and discussion, and by encouraging students to express and share
ideas and opinions in the classroom [20].

There are some limitations to this study. First of all, the conclusions may not be
applicable to any classroom, because the context and culture of the countries and how the
teachers are trained and prepared to teach are different. Furthermore, there are also many
non-verbal interactions in the classroom, such as the posture of the teacher and students,
which is yet another kind of language. However, this kind of language was not analyzed in
this study, and further study is needed.
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